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Abstract- The main challenge of tracking articulated
structures like hands is their large number of degrees
of freedom (DOFs). A realistic 3D model of the human
hand has at least 26 DOFs. The arsenal of tracking
approaches that can track such structures fast and re-
liably is still very small.

This paper proposes a tracker based on ‘Stochastic
Meta-Descent’ (SMD) for optimizations in such high-
dimensional state spaces. This new algorithm is based
on a gradient descent approach with adaptive and
parameter-specific step sizes. The SMD tracker facili-
tates the integration of constraints, and combined with
a stochastic sampling technique, can get out of spuri-
ous local minima. Furthermore, the integration of a
deformable hand model based on linear blend skinning
and anthropometrical measurements reinforce the ro-
bustness of our tracker. Experiments show the effi-
ciency of the SMD algorithm in comparison with com-
mon optimization methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Relatively little work has been devoted to the tracking of
articulated structures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Although the Conden-
sation algorithm by Isard and Blake [6] has shown to be
a robust and powerful stochastic sampling approach, it is
not really applicable to this kind of tracking application.
A dense sampling is needed to guarantee a good solution,
but this soon becomes infeasible for higher-dimensional
state spaces. In order to cope with this problem, one ei-
ther has to lower the dimensionality, or to devise schemes
that work well with fewer samples. This paper contributes
to the latter kind of approaches. It proposes a new type
of optimization method, that is both fast and able to avoid
getting trapped in spurious local minima. We demonstrate
its potential for hand tracking. As input we use dense 3D
data which are acquired with a structured light system.
Skin color detection helps to find the hands. Before go-
ing into details, we concisely review the literature on the
subject.
As said, one approach is to lower the dimensionality of
the problem. With the use of an action specific dynamic
model, Sidenbladhet al. [1] manage to reduce the num-
ber of parameters in the state vector. Nevertheless, they
still have to process quite a large number of samples in
their particle filter to track walking humans (25 DOFs)
and their algorithm requires approximately 50 seconds per
frame (on a 1GHz processor). Also Wuet al. [2] decrease

the state space dimensionality. They represent hand artic-
ulations in a lower dimensional space by a set of linear
manifolds constructed from basis configurations. Taking
advantage of such a representation of hand articulation,
they apply a particle filter based on importance sampling
techniques but still need about 100 samples.
As mentioned, the alternative is to devise strategies that
require fewer samples. Deutscheret al. [3] have proposed
a modified particle filter based on a simulated annealing
algorithm. Compared to the previous approach, the an-
nealed particle filter (APF) reduces the number of samples
and increases efficiency by a factor of up to 10. Moreover,
APF localizes the tracked object even better as it increases
the chances of finding the global minimum. A more de-
tailed comparison between SMD and APF is presented in
Section 5 which will demonstrate that, to be competitive
with SMD in accuracy, APF is slower than our tracker.
In order to reach a good accuracy with sparse sampling,
Sminchisescu and Triggs [4] have combined global sam-
pling with local optimization based on a gradient descent
method. Their method requires 50 seconds per frame to
track in a 30-dimensional space (on a 1GHz processor),
which is similar to the dimensionality of our case. In com-
parison, the proposed SMD approach is again faster.
Basically, both Sminchisescu’s approach and APF intro-
duce particles with a more sophisticated behavior, which
one could coin ‘smart particles’. The SMD tracker can
also be considered to represent a smart particle, but in this
paper the Condensation framework has not been wrapped
around it yet. Nevertheless, even a single SMD tracker (or
’particle’) can be seen to already track quite effectively.A
cost function is minimized with a novel gradient descent
method with step sizes that vary over time and between
dimensions. In each iteration, the appropriate changes
are automatically determined by a meta-level gradient de-
scent. Individual parts of the SMD algorithm have already
been published [7] but to the best of our knowledge not
the overall method. Furthermore, they have been only ap-
plied to neural networks so far. The integration to a vi-
sual hand tracking framework needs modifications since
due to the noisy data, we do not have access to the gra-
dient everywhere and have to handle these special cases.
Moreover, we naturally incorporate constraints which are
in general difficult to integrate or computationally expen-
sive. This new technique is more efficient than previously
known methods. Additionally, the introduction of some
stochasticity into the evaluation of the objective function
increases the chance of getting out of local minima.
A similar idea of using gradient descent is taken by Rehg



and Kanade [5]. They describe an articulated object by
a set of overlapping templates and minimize the residual
between the observed image and the templates by a simple
gradient descent. In comparison, we use 3D rather than
2D video, and deal with more DOFs (2 fingers in [5]).
Also, our gradient descent scheme is more sophisticated, a
requirement also envisaged by Rehg and Kanade (p. 616).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the 3D hand model used for the tracking as well
as the constraints on its parameters. Section 3 discusses
the effect of the stochastic sampling, the objective func-
tion which will be optimized and the computation of the
gradient. Section 4 describes the SMD optimization. Sec-
tion 5 shows tracking results on video sequences. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 THE HAND MODEL

Quite a few hand models consist of simple primitives,
such as cylinders or truncated cones. We use a more de-
tailed, deformable model, based on 3D scans. Such model
gives us a higher accuracy in the reproduction of actual
hand shapes, and hence also better supports tracking by
producing more subtle effects like the deformation of the
palm. Hierarchically structured character skin deforma-
tion was introduced by Catmull [8]. In subsequent work,
Magnenat-Thalmannet al. [9] and Komatsu [10] went be-
yond rigid skinning techniques and demonstrated human
body deformation driven by an underlying skeleton. They
developed custom programmed algorithms for each joint.
We have chosen this non-physical approach as it is fast.
For the same reason we use polygons instead of NURBS.

2.1 Linear Blend Skinning

In the meantime, such skinning algorithms are included
in most commercial 3D modeling and animation soft-
ware packages and they go by many names. Magnenat-
Thalmannet al. called it ’Joint-dependent Local Defor-
mation’ [9], Lewiset al. called it ’Skeleton Subspace De-
formation’ [11], Alias’ Maya calls it ’Smooth Skinning’1

and in one of the most recent publications in this field, it
is called ’Linear Blend Skinning’ [12].
First, a hierarchical skeleton is placed inside a static
polygon-model. This initial pose has, again, various
names: binding pose, dress pose etc. The difference from
a usual polygon model is that every vertex has bending
weights as additional attributes, typically one for each ‘in-
fluence’, i.c. each joint. A new pose is computed by
rigidly transforming every vertex according to its binding
pose for all its influencing joints and, after that, linearly
blending them together for every vertex.
The position of a vertexvc, influenced byn joints, at an
arbitrary skeletal configurationc is computed as:

1http://www.aliaswavefront.com

vc =
n

∑

i=1

γiMi,cM
−1

i,b vb (1)

whereγi are the blending weights,vb is the binding pose
position of some vertexv, Mi,c is the global transforma-
tion matrix of theith joint in configurationc andM−1

i,b is
the inverse of the global transformation matrix of theith
joint in binding-poseb. Note thatc = b results in the
same location ofv (vc = vb) as in its binding pose. A
more detailed description can be found in [11].

2.2 Authoring the Model

To model the polygonal surface that makes up the hand,
we used Alias‘ Maya. By using amongst other things the
more advanced sculpting tools, the generic model was fit-
ted to the scanned hand of our test person. For the scan-
ning we used a structure-light system2. The final mesh
(see Figure 1) consists of 9051 vertices. This resolution
gives a good tradeoff for our application: it is accurate
enough and the deformation can easily be solved in real-
time on a modern personal computer.
The skeleton provides a hierarchical structure for animat-
ing the deformation of the created surface. It is defined
by a series of segments (bones) with joints where the
model should bend. The angle between two segments
is called ‘joint angle’. The human hand is constrained
by dependencies [13] which reduce the model to 31
DOFs: 5 joint angles for each finger (3 for flexion, 1 for
abduction, 1 twist) except for the thumb, which has 4
joint angles (3 for flexion, 1 for abduction). The palm
has 6 DOFs for the wrist’s translation and rotation as
shown in Figure 2. McDonaldet al. [13] give fixed values
for these twists, but to the best of our knowledge, the
dynamic dependencies between them and the other joints
have not yet been fully explored. Therefore we have
chosen to consider them as DOFs, moving in a range
of ± 4 degrees. The hard constraints and dependencies
of the other angles are the same as used in [14]. The
anthropometrical measurements in [13, 15] give very
good approximations for joint-positions. In these two
papers, statistical relationships between the skin and the
underlying skeleton have been established. Figure 1
shows the resulting hand skeleton for our hand model.

After the skeleton is created, its pose has to be adapted
to the pose of the polygonal surface or ’skin’, which can
then be bound to the skeleton. It is important that the skin
deforms naturally as the skeleton moves. When the joints
rotate, the skin bulges or indents near the joints depending
on the blending weights. Authoring the weights and influ-
ences appropriately is not straightforward. Figure 1 illus-
trates our weights painted on the hand-model. We used a
maximum of 3 influences per vertex.
While Linear Blend Skinning is very fast to evaluate and
compact in memory and data-structure, it is notorious for

2http://www.eyetronics.com



Figure 1: The hand model as polygonal surface (top). The
joints in the skeleton (middle) define the locations where
the hand should bend. The intensity encoded weights con-
necting the surface to the skeleton are shown at the bot-
tom. Each intensity represents the influence area of its
corresponding joint.

Figure 2: The hand model and its degrees of freedom
(DOFs).

its authoring difficulties and its shortcomings. The famous
’shrunken elbow’ problem is shown in Figure 3 for a bent
finger. Complex deformations like wrinkles etc. can not
be represented due to the algorithm’s linear nature. This
fortunately poses no problems for our tracking task.

Figure 3: Effects of weights on the shape of the model.
Intersecting surfaces (right) are preferred over shrunken
skin (left) as they produce a more natural shape.

2.3 Hand Model as a Function

The varying statep of the hand model consists of the
translation and rotation of the palm, and the joint angles
of the phalanges. This is coded in the form of a function
F that, for givenp and intrinsic model parametersM,
maps a point̂xm given in hand model coordinates into
3D vectors to the predicted position̂xc in camera coordi-
nates. For simplicity, a pseudo-orthographic projection is
assumed:

x̂c = F(x̂m, p,M). (2)

3 STOCHASTIC GRADIENT APPROACH

3.1 Stochastic Sub-Sampling

Tracking proceeds by matching the model of the previ-
ous Section against dense 3D measurements extracted at
video rate. The input speed of our structured light sensor
(from Eyetronics) is thus quite high, but the 3D output is
not produced at this speed. Hence, the 3D results are pro-
vided at a rate that is too low to support on-line tracking.
This said, alternative structured light systems exist thatdo
reach the necessary speed [16, 17]. The transition to the
system described in [16] is in preparation at the time of
writing.
In order not to fall victim to erroneous 3D data, which
tend to cluster near the rim of the hand, we apply skin
color detection to mask the 3D data. To speed up the
tracking, the hand is subsampled at 45 stochastically de-
termined points (2 for each visible phalanx and 15 for the
palm).
The discrete nature of the sampling process and the noise
in the 3D measurements, introduce many local minima in
the optimization function where the algorithm could get
stuck. By randomly changing the sampling for each it-
eration step, these spurious minima will also change, al-
lowing the optimization to proceed towards the true mini-
mum.
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Figure 4: The calculation of the error function. An ap-
proximation to the closest point on the surface is calcu-
lated by projecting the model point x̂c onto the tangential
plane at x̂

′

c = (x̂c,x, x̂c,y,Z(x̂c,x, x̂c,y)). This yields the
approximation xc.

3.2 Objective Function

For a tracked point̂xm on the hand model, we seek to
minimize the distance between its predicted 3D position
x̂c and observed 3D positionxc. As we have no informa-
tion about this corresponding, observed point, we rather
minimize – in a way similar to some ICP implementations
– the distance of̂xc to the tangent plane at the point on the
observed 3D surface with the same image projection, i.e.
x̂

′

c = (x̂c,x, x̂c,y,Z(x̂c,x, x̂c,y)) (still assuming pseudo-
orthographic projection) as illustrated in Figure 4

Z is the depth map provided by the 3D sensor in cam-
era coordinates. If the closest point on this plane isxc, the
tracker minimizes the following sum-squared cost func-
tion:

E(x̂c) =
1

2

(

||x̂c − xc||
2
)

, (3)

where||·|| denotes theL2-norm. Our optimization scheme
(see Section 4) requires the Jacobian and Hessian of (3),
which are:

JE = [x̂c − xc]
T

, HE = diag([1, 1, 1]). (4)

In order to cope with noisy data, we repair small holes
in the depth map by interpolation. If no depth at all (i.e.
background) is found at(x̂c,x, x̂c,y), we setxc to the
nearest location inZ with depth, and do not try to match
depth (xc,z := x̂c,z). In that case the Hessian is set to
HE = diag([1, 1, 0]).

3.3 Computation of the Gradient

To derive the gradient, letJK denote the Jacobian of a
functionK : R

n → R
m, i.e., them×n matrix of partial

derivatives of them outputs ofK with respect to itsn
inputs. We calculate the gradientgt of our objectiveE at
time t by backwards chaining of derivatives:

gt ≡
∂E

∂ pt

= J
T

E◦F = J
T
F J

T
E (5)

whereT denotes the matrix transpose, and◦ function com-
position. Note thatJ T

E , and consequentlygt, are column
vectors sinceE must be a scalar function.
The first-order stochastic gradient descent approach to
find a minimum ofE can then be written as follows:

pt+1 = pt − a gt (6)

wheret is the time step and the constant step size is rep-
resented bya.

4 RAPID STOCHASTIC GRADIENT
DESCENT

Having set up a gradient-based framework for 3D visual
tracking, we now address the issue of how to implement
the gradient descent — how the error or ‘loss function’E

is efficiently minimized with respect to the hand model
parametersp.

4.1 Problems with Conventional Methods

There is an arsenal of well-known techniques for minimiz-
ing multidimensional functions. The simplest methods do
not require the calculation of a gradient or higher order
derivatives. Of these, the Powell method [18] aims to find
N conjugate directions and then minimizes along them.
In our case where the function to minimize is non-linear,
Powell‘s method needs many iteration steps and is there-
fore slow.
The APF algorithm can handle nonlinear optimization
problems. As this method is derived from a particle fil-
ter based on a simulated annealing, several hypotheses are
handled simultaneously which increase the robustness of
the tracking. Furthermore, APF searches after a global
minimum without being distracted by local minima but is
computationally expensive.
When derivatives are available, nonlinear optimization
problems are often solved by second-order gradient tech-
niques such as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [19,
20] or truncated quasi-Newton method like the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [18]. The
basic idea of these methods is to build up, iteratively an
approximation to the inverse of the Hessian, which is then
used to update the model parameters in large steps. This
makes it hard to enforce constraints on the parameters:
the farther a single step may take us outside the feasible
region, the more difficult it becomes to return to it. In-
terior point methods use barrier functions to confine the
search to the feasible region, but they require solving a se-
ries of optimization problems while annealing a Lagrange
multiplier, making them too expensive for our purposes.
Conjugate gradient (CG) techniques [18] are computa-
tionally cheaper needing only linear cost per iteration.
They first minimize along the direction of the gradient and
then construct a new direction that is conjugate to all pre-



Figure 5: Gradient descent with a single, global step
size (left, 15 steps) traverses narrow valleys in the objec-
tive function (contour lines) very inefficiently. For axis-
aligned valleys, local step size adaptation (right, 15 steps)
greatly accelerates convergence by decreasing the step
size along directions where the gradient oscillates, and in-
creasing it along those where it doesn’t. The effect is that
of a diagonal conditioner that is continually adapted to the
local shape of the objective function.

vious directions. In contrast to Powells method they em-
ploy the gradient for finding these directions. CG methods
have the drawback that each iteration strongly depends on
the preceding ones. Thus CG must be restarted whenever
it strays from the feasible region, at a large loss in perfor-
mance and high computational expense. Furthermore, we
observed that CG does not tolerate well the noise inherent
in our approximation of the gradient by sampling and that
it converges poorly on highly nonlinear problems.
Simple first-order gradient descent (GD), by contrast,
handles noisy gradients well, and since it makes small, in-
cremental steps, mapping parameter values back into the
feasible region is straightforward. Its main drawback is
slow convergence in ill-conditioned systems, whose en-
ergy landscape is characterized by long, narrow valleys
(see Figure 5). Often this is due to the gradient with re-
spect to different subsets of parameters having widely dif-
fering magnitude; for instance, this is observed for trans-
lationvs. rotation parameters of our hand model. We have
therefore developed thestochastic meta-descent (SMD)
technique for local step size adaptation; it is described in
detail below.

4.2 Local Gradient Step Size Adaptation

Convergence can be accelerated considerably by scaling
the gradient for each parameter by its own step size. In
other words, the parameter vectorp is updated via

pt+1 = pt − at · gt gt ≡
∑

St

J T
F J T

E (7)

where · denotes the Hadamard (i.e., component-wise)
product, andgt the gradient of our objective (3) at timet,
calculated by backward chaining of derivatives, summed
over the points in our stochastic sampleS. The vectora
of local step sizes is in effect a diagonal conditioner for
the gradient system. By observing the sign of the autocor-
relation of the gradient, one obtains simple strategies for
adaptinga during optimization [21, 22, 23]: the step size
is decreased along directions where the gradient oscillates
(i.e., gt·gt−1<0), and increased along those where it does
not.
This approach should not be used in combination with

stochastic gradient estimates however, since the non-
linear sign function does not commute with the expec-
tation operator [24]. A more principled alternative that
does admit stochastic approximation of gradients can be
derived from the notion of adaptinga by a meta-level gra-
dient descent inE as well [21]. To allowa to cover a
wide dynamic range while remaining strictly positive, the
meta-level descent is best performed onlna [25]. As-
suming that each element ofa affects the objectiveE
only through the corresponding element ofp, such that
the chain rule can be used, we obtain

lnat = lnat−1 − µ
∂E

∂ pt

·
∂ pt

∂ lnat−1

= lnat−1 + µ gt · vt , (8)

whereµ is a scalar meta-step size, andvt characterizes
the dependence of parameters on their step sizes. From
(7) we find that

vt+1 ≡ −
∂ pt+1

∂ lnat

= at · gt (9)

which, inserted into (8), gives us the familiar autocorrela-
tion gt ·gt−1 of the gradient, now without the problematic
sign function [31, 24]. Finally, exponentiating (8) gives

at = at−1·exp(µ gt·vt) ≈ at−1·max( 1

2
, 1+ µ vt·gt)

(10)
The linearizationeu ≈ max(1

2
, 1 + u) eliminates the ex-

pensive exponentiation for each weight update, while en-
suring that the multiplier fora remains positive. In any
case, sinceµ must be chosen sufficiently small for the
meta-level descent inlna to be stable, this bilinear ap-
proximation is sufficiently accurate.

4.3 Stochastic Meta-Descent (SMD)

The simple definition (9) forv has the severe disadvantage
of failing to take into account long-term dependencies of
parameter valuesp on step sizesa (Figure 6, center/right).
In recognition of this problem, the termgt−1 in the gradi-
ent’s autocorrelation is sometimes replaced with an expo-
nential running average of past gradients [21]. Although
such ad-hoc smoothing does improve performance, it does
not model long-term dependencies, the average being one
of immediate, single-step effects.
By contrast, [26] models the long-term effect ofa on fu-
ture parameter values in a linear system by carrying the
relevant partials forward through time. This results in an
iterative update rule forv extended to non-linear systems.
The resultingstochastic meta-descent (SMD) algorithm
redefinesv as an exponential average of the effect of all
past step sizes on the new parameter values:

vt+1 ≡ −

∞
∑

i=0

λi ∂ pt+1

∂ lnat−i

. (11)

The factor0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 governs the time scale over which
long-term dependencies are taken into account. Inserting
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Figure 6: Dependence of a parameterp on its step sizea,
considered at timet0. Shown clockwise from upper right:
(a) future parameters depend on the current step size; the
dependence diminishes over time due to the ongoing adap-
tation ofa. (b) standard step size adaptation methods cap-
ture only the immediate effect, even (c) when past gradi-
ents are exponentially smoothed. (d) SMD, by contrast,
iteratively models the dependence of the current parame-
ter on an exponentially weighted past history of step sizes,
and is able to capture long-range effects missed by other
algorithms.

(7) into (11) gives

vt+1 = −

∞
∑

i=0

λi ∂ pt

∂ lnat−i

+

∞
∑

i=0

λi ∂ (at · gt)

∂ lnat−i

≈ λvt + at · gt + at ·

[

∂ gt

∂pT
t

∞
∑

i=0

λi ∂ pt

∂ lnat−i

]

= λvt + at · (gt − λHtvt) (12)

whereHt denotes the instantaneous Hessian at iteration
t. This iterative update is in fact an efficient stochastic
variant of the Levenberg-Marquardt trust region approach.
For the sake of simplicity, (12) ignores partials of the com-
ponents ofat with respect to their own past values; not
doing so would imply meta-meta-level adaptation, com-
plicating matters more than is worth in terms of perfor-
mance.
Since the Hessian of a system withn parameters has
O(n2) entries, its appearance in (12) might suggest that
SMD is a computationally expensive algorithm. Fortu-
nately this is not the case, since there are very efficient
indirect methods for computing the product of the Hes-
sian with an arbitrary vector [27]. To prevent negative
eigenvalues from causing (12) to diverge, SMD uses an
extended Gauss-Newton approximation that also admits a
fast matrix-vector product. In our case, this is given by

Htvt ≈
∑

St

J T
F HE JFvt (13)

with the multiplication byJF and its transpose performed
by algorithmic differentiation.

4.4 Incorporation of Constraints

To assist the search in the high-dimensional space of our
hand model, the use of constraints is essential. We enforce

them by means of a function that after each update (7)
maps the parameters back into the feasible region:

pc
t+1 = constrain(pt+1) . (14)

Since SMD uses the gradient not only to update the pa-
rametersp, but also to adjusta andv, we must make it
aware of the constraints onp. We do this by calculating
a hypothetical ‘constrained’ gradientgc which, when ap-
plied in an unconstrained setting, would cause the same
parameter change that we would observe with constraints.
In other words, we require that

pc
t+1 = pc

t − at · g
c
t ⇒ gc

t =
pc

t − pc
t+1

at

. (15)

Using this constrained gradient instead of the ordinary
one in Equation (12) enables SMD’s step size adaptation
machinery to function well in our constrained setting.

4.5 Summary of Gradient Descent Iteration

To summarize, each iteration of our gradient-based SMD
optimization algorithm comprises, in the following order,
of:

1. calculate the gradient (5),

2. update gradient step sizes (10),

3. update hand model parameters (7),

4. apply hand model constraints (14),

5. calculate constrained gradient (15),

6. calculate theHv product (13),

7. update SMD’sv vector (12).

5 RESULTS

To illustrate the SMD tracker we show results for several
3D hand tracking sequences. The 3D data are acquired at
12.5 frames per second and720 × 576 pixels. Although
SMD is very effective at adapting local learning rates to
changing requirements, it is nevertheless sensitive to their
initial values. Our experiments have shown thatµ is ef-
ficient between0.05 and 0.1, while the parameterλ is
typically successful around1. The following experiments
were processed on a Sunfire 1GHz.

5.1 Efficiency of SMD over Classical Methods

First of all, we compare our approach to some major, al-
ternative algorithms (see Subsection 4.1) for multidimen-
sional minimization. The results are presented for a grasp-
ing sequence in front of a cluttered background where the
hand is rotated and some fingers are hidden due to self-
occlusion. The video consisted of 165 frames. The results



of our SMD approach are shown in the top row of Fig-
ure 7. Subsequent rows present the results of the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [18], the Gradient De-
scent (GD) [18], the Powell [18] and the Annealed Par-
ticle Filter (APF) [3] algorithms. For BFGS and Powell
we used the implementations of the VXL package3. GD
was applied by using SMD and settingµ andλ to zero.
The APF version tried here was our own implementation,
which is not yet optimized for speed (the same holds for
the SMD method however).
For all experiments 45 points were sampled on the hand
model except for the APF algorithm which required 200
points, 300 samples and 12 layers. Indeed, APF with 45
points failed. In this experiment SMD performed best, not
only in terms of accuracy but also computation time (see
Table 1). The BFGS algorithm is quite fast too, but gets
stuck in a local minimum from which it does not recover.
This is partly due to the fact that this method can not han-
dle noise well and is mainly designed for unconstrained
optimization. GD behaves much better. It also gets stuck
in a local minimum, but as it can handle noise better, the
false minimum usually affects only a part of the hand like
one digit and not the overall position. Powell’s method
is rather slow as it does not use gradient information and
it loses the correct solution fast. Besides the SMD algo-
rithm, APF provides the most convincing results, which is
explained by its search for the global minimum. It can
recover from a bad match, but, as Figure 7 shows, the
palm, the thumb and little finger are not always tracked
very precisely. Looking at the alternative methods, there
is a tradeoff between quality and speed (Table 1).

method SMD BFGS GD Powell APF
time [sec/frame] 4.7 8.4 13.5 127.3 131.0

Table 1: Comparison of the computation times.

5.2 Stochastic vs Deterministic

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of deterministically sam-
pled points (bottom row) in comparison to stochastic sam-
pling (top row). This sequence, consisting of 230 frames,
shows a situation of occlusion, where parts of the fingers
are not observable as they are hidden due to self-occlusion
in front of a cluttered background. For the deterministic
sampling, the middle and little finger get stuck in a local
minimum (late bending of the model), while the stochas-
ticity increases the tracker’s chances to stay out of such
spurious local minima. In Figure 9, an extracted depth
map from this sequence is shown where the bended fin-
gers are erroneously glued to the palm. Such erroneous
information can only be handled through the incorpora-
tion of constraints. The processing of the hand tracking
took2.07 seconds per frame on average.

3http://vxl.sourceforge.net/

Figure 9: Erroneous depth map from the sequence pre-
sented in Figure 8 where the bended fingers are stuck on
the palm.

5.3 Animation

Our motion capture is subject to noise due to imper-
fect depth maps, subsampling and acquisition rate (12.5
frames per second). Therefore, the tracking results need to
be cleaned up in order to use them for animation purposes.
There is an extensive literature about noise reduction inte-
grated into motion capture system [28, 29, 30]. We chose
to use a simple linear adaptive filter which substitutes each
data value by a linear combination of its neighboors [28].
With this simple approach, we obtain satisfying results as
shown in Figures 10 and 11 which are respectively the vir-
tual replays of the Figures 7 and 8.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Model-based tracking of hand articulations is a challeng-
ing task due to the large number of DOFs. We have pro-
posed a novel SMD tracker which is based on a rapid
stochastic gradient descent approach with adaptive step
sizes. Hand constraints can be naturally incorporated into
the proposed optimization process which is generally a
difficult and computationally expensive problem. Our ex-
periments show that the SMD tracker performs robustly
and efficiently on rather complex sequences.
We will further investigate the use of multiple hypothe-
ses to improve the handling of occlusions and background
clutter. While our approach can overcome local minima, it
is not guaranteed that the global minimum will be found.
Combining several SMD trackers as smart particles within
a particle filter framework is one of the first things on the
agenda, in order to achieve such robustness. Using multi-
ple cameras is another interesting extension and could be
easily implemented by modifying the error function. Fur-
thermore, adding pseudo joints to the model by using the



method from Mohr and Gleicher [12], would enhance our
model, which would also improve the tracking.
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SMD method:

BFGS method:

Gradient Descent method:

Powell method:

Annealed Particle Filter method:

frame 73 frame 106 frame 153 frame 161

Figure 7: Comparison between the SMD and some standard optimization algorithm. From top to bottom the results of the
SMD, BFGS, GD, Powell and APF algorithm are shown. The model is illustated by the visible points on the polygonial
surface.



Stochastic Sampling:

Deterministic Sampling:

frame 106 frame 136 frame 180 frame 221

Figure 8: Tracking during self-occlusion: stochastic sampling (top row) versus deterministic sampling (bottom row).

frame 73 frame 106 frame 153 frame 161

Figure 10: Virtual replay: reconstructed sequence of the Figure 7, but from a more overhead viewpoint.

frame 106 frame 136 frame 181 frame 221

Figure 11: Virtual replay: reconstructed sequence of the Figure 8.


